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Annex A     

Fao: The Rector of the University of Siena  

Via Banchi di Sotto, 55 

53100 SIENA 

I, the undersigned, _________________________________________ born in _______________________  on 

________________ resident in_____________________ Via _________________________________  Italian Tax 

Identification Code no. ________________________________ e-mail ___________________________________ 

pec ________________________________________________ 

ASK  

to be admitted to the public selection procedure to recruit an Full Professor for the academic recruitment field 

__________________, academic discipline __________________ at the Department of 

_________________________________________ called by Rector’s Decree ____________________  published 

in the Official Gazette – 4th Special Series/Competitions and Examinations no. ___of __________________. 

DECLARE that I :  

- am a citizen of  _____________________________________________; 

- am listed in the electoral registers of the Municipality of __________________________;  
 (If not registered in the electoral registers, or removed from them state the reasons)  

- have no criminal convictions (if this is not the case, state any convictions recorded against them (even if they have 

been granted amnesty, remission, pardon or a pardon for juvenile offenders) or criminal proceedings pending against 

them); 

- belong to one of the following categories (tick one of the boxes below):   

□ have received a national scientific qualification for the competition sector or one of the competition sectors 

included in the same group of academic recruitment fields, and for the position advertised in this call; 

□ have received positive judgments for the position advertised in this call, only for the period of validity of the 

judgment; 

□  am already employed in other University at the level of professorship corresponding to that advertised in this 

call; 

□  am a scholar permanently employed in research or teaching activities at university level outside Italy in a 

position equivalent to that advertised in this call, according to the equivalence tables defined by the Ministry of 

Education, Universities and Research. 

 

- do not have a relationship of marriage or a degree of kinship or affinity, up to and including the fourth 

degree, with a professor from the department or structure proposing the contract’s activation, or with 

the Rector, the General Manager or a member of the University Council, and that they do not have a 

significant ongoing business relationship with this person; 

- have not been dismissed for disciplinary reasons, removed or released from a job in a public 

administration due to persistently inadequate performance, or lost a civil service job having obtained it 

by producing false documents or invalid documents that cannot be rectified;  

I attach to the application: 
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- a signed and dated curriculum vitae which includes a list of qualifications, scientific publications and 

activities carried out. The curriculum vitae must also include  a declaration, made in accordance with  

arts. 46 and 47 of Presidential Decree 445/2000, concerning the truthfulness of the statements made 

therein (Annex B);  

- publications to submit for the Board's approval;  

- copy of an identity document. 

(date) ______________     (signature) ____________________________ 
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ANNEX B – CURRICULUM VITAE 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I the undersigned 

Surname ______________________ Name _______________Tax ID _________________ 

(women should give their maiden name) 

born in ____________________________ prov._________ on __________________ sex ______ 

Aware of the penal sanctions applicable in the event of false declarations, the production or use of 

false deeds, as referred to in article 76 of D.P.R. 445 of 28 December 2000 

 

 

Siena, ____________________ _____________________________ 


